Goodbye
frustration
Hello
inspiration

Communication
Integrate all communication tools with OneBizz.

Knowledge sharing
Knowledge is power.
However, only if it is accessible, anywhere, anytime.

Customer service
Having a great customer service is possible for everyone.

Professional services
Manage all your projects from start to finish.

Production and warehousing
Optimise the efficiency of your business processes.

Finance
OneBizz provides the right support for you financial processes
and gives you full insight.

Office
All Microsoft Office productivity tools you are familiar
with: Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook.

Order and invoice
Quotation, order or invoice, everything is possible with OneBizz.

Marketing and Sales
Put the customer first and integrate all marketing
and sales activities.

OneBizz combines the
strength of Microsoft’s
business software;
Microsoft Office 365,
Microsoft Dynamics CRM
and Microsoft Dynamics
ERP (NAV) in one userfriendly solution. This
brings more ease of
use for your employees
enabling them to work
even more efficient.
With OneBizz you have
the all-in-one solution for
all your front and back
office processes, in the
cloud and on a pay-peruse model, so you are
ready for the future and
can focus on what you do
best: run your business.

ONE SOLUTION FOR
YOUR COMPANY
As every entrepreneur
knows, there is a part
of your business that
was your reason for
starting it in the first
place. The part where
your passion lies, that
you are good at, that
inspires you. Then there is the part that ‘comes with the
territory’; administration, systems and processes.

Contact:
www.onebizz.com
info@onebizz.com
+31 (0)88 7660 500

Follow OneBizzGlobal:

OneBizz BV
Leusderend 20
3832 RC Leusden
The Netherlands

You need innovative solutions that enable you to grow
your enterprise, reduce your risks and helps you to
improve forecasts. Besides that, you want solutions that
enable people to cooperate and communicate better
and that enables them to focus on a clear goal. They are
the base of a successful organisation.
That’s why we introduce OneBizz; the smart business
software, that combines Microsoft’s best business tools
with the best customer support from local partners.

